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If we denoCe by K(z) he complex resolution of the identity
associated with a normal operator N 1 in the abstract Hilbert
space 23 which is linear, metric, complete, infinite-dimensional, and

separable, and by G the entire complex z-plane, then N=fzdK(z),
as is well known.

One of he aims of hs note s o outline hat if N is an
invertible [3] normal operator whose poin spectrum s not empty,
he above spectral representation of N can be reduced to a line
projection-integral, and the other is o outline its applications o
few sudies on the distribution of the spectrum and the resolvent
set of iV and to the problem of unitary equivalence of invertible
normal operators whose point spectra are not empty. Det.ails of
these sudies will be, however, shortly published in Memoirs of
he Faculty of Education of Kumamoto University.

By the operational calculus we can firs prove he following
lemmas:

Lemma 1. Let U be a unitary operator in 8; let and fl be
arbitrary complex numbers such that a 4=B and fl// belongs to
the resolven set of U, under the assumption hat there exist
complex numbers with absolute value 1 in the resolvent set of U;
and let H be the operator defined by the relation H(U-flI)
=aU--I. Then U and H are permutable, and (a/-)(/-)-’
belongs to the point spectrum, to the continuous spectrum, or to
he resolvent set of H, according as l(fl/) belongs to the point
spectrum, to the continuous spectrum, or t.o he resolvent set of
U; and the converse is also valid. Moreover the characteristic
projection of U for a characterist.ic value 1 is identical with that

of H for the correspond._ng characteristic value (al-)(l-fl)-.
Lemma 2. The preceding lemma holds also in the case where

fi/ belongs o the continuous spectrum of U.
Remark. In Lemma 1 H is a bounded self-adjoint operator,
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and in Lemma 2 H is an unbounded self-adjoint operator.
By reference o Lemma 1, we can show the following lemma:
Lemma 3. Let be the class of all unitary operators whose

resolven sets contain the point =/, (0<2 arg 2r), and let
3 be the class of all bounded self-adjoint operators with domain (C).
Then there exists a one-to-one correspondence between
such tha corresponding operators U and H belonging .o
respectively are relaed in the form H(U-II)-,U-’I where

is an arbitrarily given complex number with a.
By applying Lemma 3 o a well-known theorem [_4., we can

derive
Lemma 4. Let J be the class of all unitary operators whose

continuous spectra contain the point -/fi, (0<2 arg 2r), and
3 .he class of all unbounded self-adjoint operators wih their
respective domains everywhere dense in ,9. Then there exists
one-to-one correspondence o he same type as in Lemma 3 between

and .
Definition 1. If .he point spectrum and the continuous spectrum

of a normal operator N lie on a simple curve F in he complex
plane, F is called the characteristic curve oi N, any simple curve
with his property being regarded as identical with F.

Let A(N) and B(N) be the spectrum and the resolvent set of
N respectively, and 1 an arbitrary complex number. Then A(N)-l
and B(N)-l are he spectrum and he resolven set o N--lI
respectively, and N-1I is normal. We may, therefore, assume
wi,thou loss of generality that N is invertible.

By means of a 2amiliar .heorem on 2actorizaion and of he
preceding lemmas, we can establish the following lemma:

Lemma 5. I2 N is an invertible bounded (or unbounded) normal
operaor wih point spectrum, N has a unique characteristic curve
F, and F possesses he properties such hat (1) F is a finite (or an
infinite) curve and (2) he absolute value of a poin z on F is a
m0noone-increasing or monotone-decreas.ng 2unction o2 the argu-
ment o2 z.

Definition 2. I2 he absolute value o2 a point z on .he charac-
teristic curve F o2 an inverible normal operator with point spectrum
is a monotone-increasing function of arg (z), N is called to belong o
he first class ; and if he absolute value of z on F is a monotone-
decreasing unction of arg (z), N is called o belong o the second
class .

In accordance wih Lemma 5, any invertible normal operator
with poin spectrum belongs either o
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On the basis of the preliminaries carried ou hitherto, we can
establish the following theorem:

Theo.rem 1. Let N be an invertible (bounded or unbounded)
normal operator with point spectrum in ; let/" be its characteristic
curve; and let E(/) and F() be the resolutions of the identity for
the unitary operator U and the positive definite self-adjoint operator

H in the polar decomposition N-UH respectively. Then N--fzdK(z),
where z--,te’ and K(z)--E(tt)F(,).

Outline of proof. We can first find that the family of projec-
tions E(I)F(,) for all z e F forms a complex resolution of he identity
2]. We next divide /" into n segments by points z,--,e%, -1, 2,

.,., n-l, and forms the sum _z_(g(z)-K(z_l))-z_(E(t)F(,t)

-E(t,_)F(,t_)) where the points Zo-,toe% and z,,--,,e’,, denote the
initial and terminal points of F respectively. Thus we can prove
that when n--> oo and each -/_-0, he limit of the sum is equal

to the projection-integral fzdK(z) over the entire complex plane G.
G

Remark. We can indicate that if the point spectrum of N is
empty, the above theorem is not necessarily valid.

For N, F, and K(z) in Theorem 1 we introduce the following
definitions:

Definition 3. We denote by z(( z the relation between two
points z, z on F such that arg (z)<arg (z), in consideration of the
fact that z l<l z. for arg (z)<arg (z).

Definition 4. Let a and z be arbitrary points on F. When z
tends to c along F, we deno.e by K(c+ 0)or by K(a-0) the limit
of K(z) according as

By making use of these definitions we can find the fundamental
properties of K(z) on F, which are analogous to those of F(2) on
the real axis; and applying those properties and the facts that if
N e _., N*e , and the characteristic curves of N and N* are
symmetric with respect to the real axis, we can establish the
following assertions:

Theorem 2. If N is an invertible normal operator with point
spectrum, then

( 1 ) a necessary and sufficient condition hat the linear measure
of the continuous spectrum of N be not zero is tha the sum of all
characteristic projections of N be less than the identity operator I,
under the assumption that the point spectrum [z} of N is a finite
set or that the set of all limiting points of [z} is at most a
denumerably infinite set;
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(2) a necessary and sufficient condition that the continuous
spectrum of iV consist only of limiting points f} of characteristic
values of N is that the sum of all characteristic proections of N
be identical with I, under the assumption that the set f} is at
most a denumerably infinite set.

Theorem 3. Let N be an invertible normal operator whose
point spectrum z} is denumerably infinite and not everywhere
dense on the corresponding characteristic curve /; and let the sum
of all characteristic projections of N be identical with I. Then any
point belonging neither to [z} nor to its limiting points is in the
resolvent se of N.

Theorem 4. Let N be an invertible normal operaor, [z} its
point spectrum, and {P} the set of the correspond.i.ng characteristic
projections of N. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that N
be expressible in the form N--. zP is that P--I.

Definition 5. Let N,/’, and K(z) be hose in Theorem 1 re-
spectively; let g(z) denote II K(z)fll for z e F and f e (N); let .(f)
denote the class of all complex-valued g-measurable functions F(z)
such that IF(z)l is g-integrable along F, two functions F(z)and
G(z) being regarded as identical if and only if they are -equivalen*;
and let (f) denote the set of all elements f*----F(N)f where F(z)
belongs to .(f).

Making use of -l(f) defined above, by methods analogous ,o
those used in the proofs of well-known theorems [5] concerning

the unitary equivalence of self-adjoint operators we can derive
two theorems concerning the unitary equivalence of invertible
normal operators with point spectra and can find that the two
theorems are exactly analogous ,o the theorems in the case of self-
adjoin* operators.

Applying the line projection-integral stated in Theorem 1 and
one of the two heorems, we can prove the followin theorem of
a new form:

Theorem 5. Let N,, i=1, 2, be invertible normal operators with
point spectra in 9, F, the characteristic curve of iV,, K,(z) the
complex resolution of the identiy for N,, , the set of all charac-
teristic elements of N,, , the closed linear manifold determined by
g, +(C), and (* the orthogonal complement of 9,. Then there exist
orthonormal sets [}, i=1,2, such that (1) (--.0()@()
@..., (2)llg,(z)ll is a continuous function of z e F, and (3)
*)N @g* *)N...; and for the unitary equivalence of N and N.
it is necessary and sufficient that

( I ) if the sum of all characteristic projections of N and that
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of all characteristic project.ions of N are both identical with I, N,
and N have .he same point spectrum (inclusive of the multiplicities
of characteristic values) and continuous spectrum;

(II) if he sum of all characteristic projections of N and that
of all characteristic projections of N2 are both less han I, Shen, in
addition $o She above property concerning the spectra, N, and
enjoy such properties ha he orthonormal sets {*}, i--1, 2, have
he same number of elements and satisfy he relations [l K(z),’
---l[K.(z)) [I 2, =1,2,..., for every z belongin o he common
con.inuous spec%rum of N and N.. Moreover, if N, i=1, 2, belong
o ., a necessary and sufficient condition hat N and N: be unitarily
equivalent is hat the same condition as above be fulfilled by N*,
i-=1, 2.

Remark. For an invertible normal operator N with empty
point spectrum, we can also verify hat Theorem 1 is valid under
he assumption hat the self-adjoint opera$or H in he polar de-

composition of hr is expressible in the form H=(oU--I)(BU-[9I)-where U is the unitary operator in that decomposition. Moreover,
if wo invertible normal operators N,, N with empty pint spectra

satisfy he above conditions H,=(o,U,--,I)(,U,-,I)-, i=1, 2,
respectively, we can establish the following assertions:

1 a necessary and sufficien condition for he unitary equiva-
lence of N and N: in the first class , is that N, and N2 have
%he same continuous spectrum / and the sets {*)}, i--1, 2, which
have the same number of elements, satisfy the relations [l K(z)

[[ K(z)4 [[, --1, 2, 3,..., for every z e
2 for N and N in he second class , the above assertion

1 holds for T", K((z) and ’ associated, with N*, i=1, 2.
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